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Suggestions for tours:  
 
ATHENS SIGHTSEEING - Half-day tour 
  

From the Acropolis to Omonia Square, you’ll see all the famous sites of ancient and modern Athens on 
this comprehensive morning tour. Offering a perfect overview of the modern city, this guided tour will 
help you get your bearings if this is your first visit to Athens. 
Depart for PANATHINAIKOS STADIUM cradle of the first Olympic Games took place in 1896 (short 
stop). Pass by the Prime’s Ministers residence,  Ex Royal Palace, (guarded by colourful Evzones) 
Zappion (Conference and Exhibition Hall). Proceed to Roman Temple of Olympian Zeus and visit. 
Continue passing by National Garden, Hadrian’s Arc, St. Paul’s Church, Parliament, Tomb of the 
Unknown soldier, Schlieman’s House (Nomismatic Museum), Catholic Cathedral, Academy, University, 
National Library, Old Parliament, Constitution Square ,Russian Orthodox Church, and finally 
ACROPOLIS (visit Propylae, Temple of Athena Nike, Parthenon, Erechtheion with its Porch of Maidens). 
 
Duration: 4 hours  
Rate per person: € 58,00  

 
ATHENS SIGHTSEEING & ACROPOLIS MUSEUM -Half-day tour 
From the Acropolis to Omonia Square, you’ll see all the 
famous sites of ancient and modern Athens on this 
comprehensive morning tour. Offering a perfect overview 
of the modern city, this guided tour will help you get your 
bearings if this is your first visit to Athens. 
Depart for PANATHINAIKOS STADIUM cradle of the first 
Olympic Games took place in 1896 (short stop). Pass by 
the Prime’s Ministers residence,  Ex Royal Palace, (guarded 
by colourful Evzones) Zappion (Conference and Exhibition 
Hall). Proceed  passing by  Roman Temple of Olympian 
Zeus. Continue passing by National Garden, Hadrian’s Arc, St. Paul’s Church, Parliament, Tomb of the 
Unknown soldier, Schlieman’s House (Nomismatic Museum), Catholic Cathedral, Academy, University, 
National Library, Old Parliament, Constitution Square ,Russian Orthodox Church, and finally 
ACROPOLIS (visit Propylae, Temple of Athena Nike, Parthenon, Erechtheion with its Porch of Maidens). 
Continue with a pleasant short walk passing by Herodion and Dionysos Theater, in order to visit the 
new ACROPOLIS museum. Main attractions such as votives, artifacts of every day life, statues from 
archaic period, Caryatids, and of course the Parthenon hall with the metopes, the pediments and the 
frieze will impress you. 
 
Duration:  5 hours  
Rate per person: € 70,00  
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DELPHI FULL DAY TOUR   
Depart from our terminal for one day trip from Athens to 
Delphi to explore one of the most famous archaelogical sites 
of Greece. Along the way, you will see the plain of Beotia, an 
agricultural center and you will also pass by the city of 
Theva, the birthplace of King Oedipus. 
You will continue your Delphi day tour towards Mt. 
Parnassos, making a short rest stop outside the town of 
Levadia.You will drive then to DELPHI, known in ancient 
times as the navel of the world. Pass by Castalia Spring, visit 
at the archaeological site and view the monument of the 
Argive Kings, the treasury of the Athenians, the Athenian Stoa, the Polygonal Wall, the monument of 
Platea and  the Temple of Apollo famous for its oracle and  Delphi museum, with it’s spectacular 
exhibits include the frieze of the Treasury of the Sifnians, the Naxian Sphinx, the Statue of Antinoos 
the metopes of the Athenian treasury, the famous bronze Charioteer, originally created to 
commemorate a victory during the 476 B.C. Pythian Games, and many other artifacts. 
After lunch return to Athens via the picturesque mountain village of Arachova, built on the south 
slopes of Parnassus, well known for its attractive hand-woven carpets, rugs and quilts, as well as for its 
wine and cheese (short stop). 
 
Duration: 10 hours 
Rate per person: € 98,00  

 
 
EPIDAURUS – MYCENAE - One day tour 
Explore the remains of the ancient city of Mycenae a 
major centre of Greek civilization from 1600BC to 1100BC. 
Depart from our terminal via the coastal National highway 
for the CORINTH CANAL (short stop). Drive to MYCENAE 
and visit the archaeological site, home to the kingdom of 
mythical Agamemnon. Visit the Palace, the Lionesses Gate 
and the tomb of Agamemnon. Before lunch an optional 
stop in a pottery factory. After lunch through ARGOS 
proceed to Nauplia the first capital of modern Greece with 
its Venetian fortress of   PALAMIDI and the fortified islet of 
BOURTZI (short stop). Continue to EPIDAURUS and visit the ancient theatre. The UNESCO’S world 
heritage listed monument is reputed to be the birthplace of Apollo’s son Asclepius, the healer and was 
the most celebrated healing center of the classical world. Epidaurus is probably most famous for its 
theatre, one of the best preserved classical Greek buildings and still used today due to its amazing 
acoustics. The tour returns to Athens in the late afternoon 
 
Duration:  10 hours 
Rate per person: € 100,00  
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CAPE SOUNION - Half-day tour 
This is a great half-day tour option if you’re looking to explore Attika beyond Athens, complete with 
stunning views and world-class Greek ruins. 
Depart for a wonderful drive along the scenic coastal road 
which affords a splendid view of the Saronic Gulf, passing 
through some of Athens most beautiful suburbs (Glyfada, 
Vouliagmeni, Varkiza) to CAPE SOUNION. Cape Sounion is 
only 45 miles (70 kilometers) from Athens, making it the 
perfect lazy afternoon destination. The Cape’s Temple of 
Poseidon is perched on a rocky hilltop overlooking the sea. 
The view across the Aegean is magnificent with one of the 
most breathtaking panoramic views in the world., extending all the way to Kea and the Peloponnese 
on a clear day. The Temple of Poseidon was built in 44 B.C., and many of its original Doric columns are 
still standing. One of the columns has a graffiti left by none other than Lord Byron in the early 1800s. 
The precipice is a sheer 197 foot drop to the sea. 
 
Duration: 4 hours 
Rate per person: € 40,00  
 
 

CRUISE - POROS-HYDRA-AEGINA - One day tour 
Upon arrival to Piraeus you will receive a warm 
welcome from our Officers and Hostesses who will 
assist you with boarding one of our luxurious cruise 
ships and invite you to proceed either to the Main 
Lounge, where our live orchestra has already started 
putting you in the right mood with its international 
music repertoire, or to one of the spacious open decks 
where you can enjoy the fascinating view as the ship 
leaves the port. 
At 8h15 the ship sails for the three beautiful islands of 
the Saronic Gulf. The order in which we shall visit the islands is either Poros – Hydra – Aegina or 
Aegina – Poros – Hydra which does not change the duration of stay on any of the islands. 
Shortly after departure, our guides and hostesses will invite you to assemble in one of the Lounges, in 
order to give you all necessary information concerning the ship, the cruise program as well as the 
islands. This will also be an opportunity for you to get answers to any questions you might have, as our 
trained staff is there to ensure that you will have a most wonderful day. 
Within 2 hours, we will arrive to the island of Poros, the smallest of the three islands, separated from 
the Peloponnese by a narrow strait and offering a most enchanting view of Poros Town. Your time at 
leisure in Poros will be about 50 minutes.Immediately upon the ships departure from Poros, lunch will 
be served for passengers who have the first sitting. As we sail towards Hydra the remaining guests 
relax in the Ship’s Lounge or enjoy the sun and beautiful panoramic view from one of our spacious 
decks. 
An hour and 15 minutes later, we enter the port of Hydra, whose amphitheater shape once served as 
a safe shelter for Saronic Pirates. From the decks, you will be able to admire the very special 
architecture and dramatic landscapes of this island, whose old traditional stone houses and mansions 
silently stand witness to a long and turbulent history. As soon as you disembark, it’s all there… the 
small narrow stone-paved streets waiting to be explored on foot or by the island’s traditional “vehicle” 
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– the saddled donkey.. captivating walks along the old seaside promenade.. crystal clear waters… 
radiant traditional fine-craft shops.. the beauty of Hydra will conquer you forever! You will have about 
1 hour and 30 minutes at leisure to enjoy the unique charms of Hydra and while returning back on 
board you will receive a homecoming welcome. The tables will be set for the second sitting giving you 
an opportunity to taste the gastronomic creations of our Chef. 
As you sail on Apostolos and his dancers will make you dance to Greek rhythms. Time will fly 
quickly….and after a two hour trip we shall arrive to our last port of call, the island of Aegina. 
AEGINA is the largest of the three islands. Apart from its harbor there are numerous interesting sites 
to discover on the island and therefore we propose 3 optional tours….  
1.       The first possibility is a Guided Bus Tour of the island, starting with a visit to the Temple of 
Aphaia which is the best preserved temple in Greece and one of the 3 temples forming the famous 
“Sacred Triangle” of Greek antiquity. Built on top of a wooded hill, it offers the most magnificent view 
over the island, the Saronic Gulf, Piraeus and Salamina Island. Our guide will tell you the fascinating 
story of the intriguing history of this beautiful site and then from there take you for a short visit to the 
Church of Saint Nectarios, where you can enjoy quiet moments contemplation and admiration of its 
beautiful Byzantine architecture. The drive back to Aegina Port will give you time relax and appreciate 
the exquisite peaceful nature of the island. 
The second possibility is a Panoramic Bus Tour, giving you the opportunity to drive across the entire 
island (without visiting the archeological site) admiring the beauty of its nature, the islands medieval 
capital of Paleohora, the Church of Saint Nectarios, the pistachio groves… The tour ends with a stop by 
the seaside where you can relax and enjoy a glass of Ouzo along with a choice of irresistible Greek 
“Mezedes” (appetizers)! 
3.       Finally, the third choice is to stay in Aegina and enjoy a walk or horse-carriage ride around the 
town or relax in one of the harbor’s charming waterfront coffee shops. 
A “Traditional Greek Folk Show” with singers and dancers in original costumes form all of Greece who, 
together with our Officers, Hostesses and the ever amusing Jeannot will entertain and animate you up 
to the final moment as the ship docks in Piraeus. Finally we will wish you a warm farewell and while 
looking forward to seeing you again on one of our cruises!! 
 
Rate per person: € 98,00  
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METEORA MONASTERIES - Two days tour 
Don't miss the chance to see the amazing cliff-top monasteries of 
Meteora. This two-day tour takes you across the scenic Plain of Thessaly 
to Kalambaka and one of the most important groups of Greek Orthodox 
monasteries in Greece 
1st DAY: Depart through Thebes, LEVADIA (short stop) and Arachova for 
DELPHI, you'll arrive in Delphi at around noon.  Famous for its theater, 
Temple of Apollo and ancient ruins, Delphi was considered the centre of 
the earth and the universe, and played a central role in the classical 
Greek world. Pass by CASTALIA SPRING, visit at the archaeological site the 
TEMPLE of APOLLO famous for its oracle and the MUSEUM of Delphi 
(optional), with it’s spectacular finds, including the unique bronze 
Charioteer, the Naxian Sphinx and the Statue of Antinoos. Visit the 
archaeological site of DELPHI. In the afternoon after lunch depart through 
Central Greece and the cities of Lamia (short stop), Trikala crossing the 
Thessalian plain, to Kalambaka (a small town built at the foot of the majestic grey rocks, and crowded 
by the METEORA Monasteries (short stop for souvenirs). Overnight stay in Kalambaka. 
2nd DAY: Leave in the morning for nearby Meteora for a tour of the cliff-top monasteries to visit two 
different BYZANTINE MONASTERIES built on top of rock towers and providing fantastic views over the 
plain. The monasteries are perched on top of towers of sandstone, which for centuries provided 
totally inaccessible retreats for the monks. Meteora is considered one of the most beautiful area of 
mainland Greece, and its monasteries are one of the country's most unique attractions.  By your 
return you may visit optional a factory of Byzantine style icons. Return to Athens passing by the heroic 
monument of Leonidas king of Sparta in THERMOPYLAE (short stop for photos). The tour returns to 
Athens in the late afternoon 
Note: Entrance fee of Delphi museum is not included. To enter the monasteries, appropriate clothing 
is required. Ladies should not wear short skirts and must have long sleeves. Men are not allowed to 
wear shorts. 
 
Rate per person in double room (4* Hotels): € 210,00 
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CLASSICAL TOUR OF GREECE - Three Day tour 
Escape the modern world and take a three-day tour of 
the essential sites of classical Greece: Epidaurus, 
Mycenae, Nafplion, Olympia, and Delphi. You'll visit 
famous archaeological sites and museums, and 
experience the glory that was classical Greece. 
1st DAY: Depart for the CORINTH CANAL (short stop). 
Drive to EPIDAURUS and visit the ancient theatre. The 
UNESCO’S world heritage listed monument is reputed 
to be the birthplace of Apollo's son Asklepios, the 
healer and was the most celebrated healing center of 
the classical world. Epidaurus is probably most famous 
for its theatre, one of the best preserved classical 
Greek buildings and still used today due to its amazing 
acoustics. Proceed to NAUPLIA (short stop) and 
through the plain of ARGOS arrive to MYCENAE. Visit 
the archaeological site and the Tomb of Agamemnon. 
In the afternoon depart for OLYMPIA, the birth place of 
the Olympic Games, through the cities of Tripolis and MEGALOPOLIS (short stop). Overnight stay in 
Olympia.  
2nd DAY: Visit the archaeological site of OLYMPIA with the Temple of Zeus, the Temple of Hera, the 
altar of the Olympic flame, the Stadium and the archaeological Museum. Drive via Patras to Rion, cross 
the channel to Antirion on the "state of the art" new suspended bridge considered to be the longest 
and most modern in Europe. (short stop at the bridge). Pass by the city of NAFPAKTOS and from there 
on, along the coastal road to DELPHI, known in ancient times as the navel of the world. In the 
afternoon visit the picturesque mountain village of ARACHOVA. Overnight stay in Delphi. 
3rd DAY: Visit the a rchaeological site and the museum of DELPHI. Famous for its theater, Temple of 
Apollo and ancient ruins, Delphi was considered the center of the earth and the universe, and played a 
central role in the classical Greek world. Pass by CAST ALIA SPRING, visit at the archaeological site the 
TEMPLE of APOLLO famous for its oracle, Tholos and the Museum of Delphi, with it’s spectacular finds, 
including the unique bronze Charioteer, the Naxian Sphinx and the Statue of Antinoos. The tour 
returns to Athens in the late afternoon 
 
Rate per person in double room (4* Hotels): € 410,00 
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DELPHI- METEORA TOUR - Three Day tour 
From the classic Temple of Apollo at Delphi to the famous rock-tower monasteries of Meteora - you'll 
visit some of the most iconic sites in Greece on this three-day tour from Athens. 
1st DAY: Depart through Thebes, LEVADIA (short stop) and Arachova for DELPHI, you'll arrive in Delphi 
at around noon.  Famous for its theater, Temple of Apollo and ancient ruins, Delphi was considered 
the center of the earth and the universe, and played a central role in the classical Greek world. Pass by 
CASTALIA SPRING, visit at the archaeological site the TEMPLE of APOLLO famous for its oracle and the 
MUSEUM of Delphi, with it’s spectacular finds, including the unique bronze Charioteer, the Naxian 
Sphinx and the Statue of Antinoos. You'll tour the site's museum of archaeological treasures, and have 
the rest of the day free in Delphi. Overnight stay in Delphi. 
2nd DAY: After spending the morning how you wish you’ll drive through Central Greece and the cities 
of Lamia (short stop), Trikala crossing the Thessalian plain, to Kalambaka (a small town built at the foot 
of the majestic grey rocks, and crowded by the METEORA Monasteries. Meteora is considered one of 
the most beautiful areas of mainland Greece, and its monasteries are one of the country's most 
unique attractions. Overnight stay in Kalambaka. 
3nd DAY: Leave in the morning for nearby Meteora for a tour of the cliff-top monasteries to visit two 
different BYZANTINE MONASTERIES built on top of rock towers and providing fantastic views over the 
plain. The monasteries are perched on top of towers of sandstone, which for centuries provided 
totally inaccessible retreats for the monks. Meteora monasteries are one of the country's most unique 
attractions and UNESCO’S Word heritage monuments.  By your return you may visit optional a factory 
of Byzantine style icons. Return to Athens passing by the heroic monument of Leonidas king of Sparta 
in THERMOPYLAE (short stop for photos). The tour returns to Athens in the late afternoon 
Note: To enter the monasteries, appropriate clothing is required. 
 
Rate per person in double room (4* Hotels): € 390,00 
 
 
 
 

CLASSICAL TOUR OF GREECE WITH METEORA - Four Day tour 
Escape the modern world and take a four-day tour of the 
essential sites of classical Greece: Epidaurus, Mycenae, 
Nafplion, Olympia, Delphi and Meteora. You'll visit 
famous archaeological sites and museums, and 
experience the glory that was classical Greece. 
1st DAY: Depart for the CORINTH CANAL (short stop). 
Drive to EPIDAURUS and visit the ancient theatre. The 
UNESCO’S world heritage listed monument is reputed to 
be the birthplace of Apollo's son Asklepios, the healer and was the most celebrated healing center of 
the classical world. Epidaurus is probably most famous for its theatre, one of the best preserved 
classical Greek buildings and still used today due to its amazing acoustics. Proceed to NAUPLIA (short 
stop) and through the plain of ARGOS arrive to MYCENAE. Visit the archaeological site and the Tomb 
of Agamemnon. In the afternoon depart for OLYMPIA, the birth place of the Olympic Games, through 
the cities of Tripolis and MEGALOPOLIS (short stop). Overni ght stay in Olympia.  
2nd DAY: Visit the archaeological site of OLYMPIA with the Temple of Zeus, the Temple of Hera, the 
altar of the Olympic flame, the Stadium and the archaeological Museum. Drive via Patras to Rion, cross 
the channel to Antirion on the "state of the art" new suspended bridge considered to be the longest 
and most modern in Europe. (short stop at the bridge). Pass by the city of NAFPAKTOS and from there 
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on, along the coastal road to DELPHI, known in ancient times as the navel of the world. In the 
afternoon visit the picturesque mountain village of ARACHOVA. Overnight stay in Delphi. 
3rd DAY: Visit the archaeological site and the museum of Delphi. Depart for KALAMBAKA via Central 
Greece (short stop by Lamia). Overnight stay in Kalambaka (a small town built at the foot of the 
majestic grey rocks and crowned by the METEORA Monasteries) 
4th DAY: Leave in the morning for nearby Meteora to visit two different BYZANTINE MONASTERIES. By 
your return you may visit optional a factory of Byzantine style icons. Return to Athens passing the 
heroic monument of Leonidas (king of Sparta) at THERMOPYLAE. The tour returns to Athens in the late 
afternoon. 
 
 
Rate per person in double room (4* Hotels): € 600,00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


